Peter and the Starcatcher Cast List

Thank you all for auditioning. Each of you brought a unique talent and skill set to the auditions and we appreciate all of your hard work!

The first rehearsal is Monday, November 8 from 3:15-5:30pm in 130. Please bring a pencil.

Molly                  Nika Breiter
Smee/Greggors          Henry Brittan
Black Stache           Cameron Broumand
Boy (Peter)            Hudson Brown
Prentiss               Joy Cheng
Lord Aster             Francesca Coppola
Slank/Teacher/Hawking Clam Erin Goldenberg
Grempkin/Mack/Sánchez/Fighting Prawn Hope Hudson Morcomb
Mrs. Bumbrake          Hudson Janow
Ted/Captain Scott      Kiki McKenzie
Alf                    Matthew Tenzer